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EDITORIAL
It’s nice to go travellin’, but it’s oh SO nice to come home!  So run the

words in a well-known song sung by Frank Sinatra.  We left Lark

Harbour on 7  December with our big yellow dog Rosie, crossed theth

Gulf that night and, after a short visit with Bill, Eileen, and our

granddaughter Juliet near Halifax, arrived at our daughter Maggie’s

home in Lakeland, Florida, on 17 .  Driving was good except for a shortth

spell near Saint John, NB, and one rainy morning around New York.

We followed Interstate 95 most of the way, with warming weather.

Christmas, of course, was everywhere.  But it was strange to see

homes and businesses decked out with Santas, reindeer, plastic

snowmen, and even artificial snow (there’s none of the real stuff in

Florida) and people going round in summer clothing!  One night the

temperature dropped below freezing, and the following morning I saw

an orange tree covered with real icicles where a sprinkler had sprayed

it and the water had frozen.  But by midmorning the ice was gone, and

temperatures were like a pleasant summer day in Newfoundland.

On the return trip we heard of tornadoes from Alabama to Georgia,

but we saw nothing of them, not even rain or wind.  In Georgia we spent

a couple of days with Susan’s brother and family.  Further north we

experienced an hour’s delay because of a nasty accident on the other

side of the New Jersey Turnpike.  We were travelling north, with a steel

barrier separating us from the southbound side, so we should not have

been affected at all, but everyone was slowing down and

“rubbernecking” to get a look at the wreckage.  That was the only bad

incident.  At the Canadian bprder we had a simple crossing and, after

another short stay at Bill’s, we arrived back in Lark Harbour on 25 th

February, having driven some 10,000 km since leaving home.

In the USA they are in the midst of their Presidential election,

although the actual vote is not until early November.  They have this

cumbersome system of primaries, in which the candidates criss-cross

the entire country in a kind of nomination competition.  Eventually all

candidates will be eliminated except one to represent each party.  If you

think Canadians spend a lot of needless time, effort and money on

elections, it is little compared with south-of-the-border.  So far it looks

as if John McCain will be the Republican candidate, either Barack

Obama or Hilary Clinton for the Democrats, and Ralph Nader perhaps

as an independent, with eight more months of campaigning until the

election on Tuesday 4  November.  How thankful we should be that ourth

elections don’t go on for so long a time!  It was extremely boring with

so much of the news on tv and radio being about the election.  And of

course virtually nothing about Canada at all.  It’s so good to be home!
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COMMUNITY CALENDAR

Items in Italics relate to activities at St James Church.
HE = Holy Eucharist; MP = Morning Prayer; EP = Evening Prayer

   

2008                                   MARCH                                  2008

  8 Sat Daylight Saving Time begins tonightth

16 Sun 7pm, St James, Litany of the Palms & HEth

17 Mon St Patrick’s Dayth

19 Wed 7pm, St James, Reaffirmation of Bapt Vows & HEth

20 Thur SCHOOL CLOSES for Easterth

Spring Equinox - first day of Spring

7pm, St James, Maundy Thursday Litany

21 Fri Good Fridayst

7pm, St James, Good Friday Litany

23 Sun Easter Sundayrd

7am, St James, Sunrise Service and Breakfast

7pm, St James, Easter Service & HE

30 Sun St James, Confirmation with Bishop Percy Coffinth

31 Mon SCHOOL REOPENS after Easterst

2008                                     APRIL                                   2008

27 Tues Earth Dayth

2008                                      MAY                                     2008

11 Sun Mothers’ Dayth

16 Fri School Holidayth

19 Mon Victoria Day - School Holidayth

 2008                        ADVANCE DATES                         2008

June 15  Sun Fathers’ Dayth

   21  Sat Summer Solstice - first day of Summerst

July    1 Tues CANADA DAYst

Aug    4 Mon Civic Holiday, Canadath

Sept    1 Mon Labour Dayst

7 Sun Grandparents’ Dayth

Thanks to our Sponsors for their support of The BLOW·ME·DOWNER.      
They are: Ad

Anglican Parish of Bay of Islands Lark Harbour  -

Byrne’s Store York Harbour p 4

Childs’s Convenience Store York Harbour p 2

Fillatre Memorials Corner Brook p 2

   Quik Lube Plus, 65 Humber Road Corner Brook p 2

Sheppard’s Clover Farm Store Lark Harbour p 4

Sheppard’s General Store York Harbour p 3

Trailside Convenience Store Lark Harbour p 3

Please support our Sponsors with your business whenever possible.

Without them this publication will not be able to continue.

Minor Niners
by Megan Childs, grade 9

I
N M Y HOM E ROOM  THERE ARE THIRTEEN PEOPLE.  Eleven of us have

been together since pre-school but it still feels like I have known

everyone for ever.  School is how most of us met.  It’s how I made

the friends I have today.  Knowing the people around me this well is

comforting.  My class shares a lot of memories together, ones we look

back on now and just laugh.  We know things about each other that no

one else does.  If it wasn’t for school then none of us would know each

other the way we do.
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MESSAGE FROM OUR  RECTOR

      —      Rev  Nellie  Thomas      —     

 ANGLICAN  PARISH  OF  THE  BAY  OF  ISLANDS

EASTER SUNDAY — EASTER PEOPLE

ON 23  MARCH most Christians around the world will be celebratingR D

Easter Sunday.  (Eastern Orthodox Christians will celebrate Easter

on 27  April.)  Christians will be celebrating the resurrection of theth

Lord Jesus Christ from the dead.  We will have just completed the 40

days of Lent.  Lent is the forty days, starting Ash Wednesday, which

commemorates the time Jesus spent in the desert preparing for his

ministry.  For us Christians, Lent is an invitation for us to focus on our

sin, darkness and wounds, so that we can deal with them and allow them

to be healed by the grace of Jesus.  Lent is also a time for more prayer.

We live busy lives and there is a great need to enjoy life, but a life

without prayer is a life without

the joy of the presence of God.

During Lent, St James’ and St

Ambrose’ congregations attend

extra prayer services each

Wednesday evening.

The days leading up to

Easter Sunday were dark and

solemn.  We can all imagine

how dark it was at Christ’s

arrest on Maundy Thursday.

We can all imagine how much

darker it was at His crucifixion

and burial on Good Friday.  We

can all imagine how dark and

sad it must have been for His followers as they watched Jesus being

betrayed, arrested, beaten and hung on a cross.

But, as we know, the mood changed rapidly on Easter morning.

Christ’s friends and followers discovered that the body was no longer

in the tomb.  They learned from Christ Himself and the angels that He

is Risen.  Easter Sunday is known to be the most well-attended Sunday

service of the year for Christian churches.

Christians believe according to Scripture, that Jesus came back to

life, or was raised from the dead, three days after his death on the cross.

We may live in a Good Friday world that is full of hurts, suffering and

grief, but we are Easter People.  As part of the Easter season, the death

of Jesus Christ by crucifixion, our focus isn’t just on Jesus’ being

changed, but that the new life of God’s reign begins now, and that we

too are changed, along with the disciples, in our experience with the

Risen One.

Easter isn’t just about us celebrating this wonderful event for

ourselves.  It is a challenge for us to live as Easter People, so that we

can share this Good News with everyone we meet.  We should not and

must not keep this Good News to ourselves.  Each time in our churches,

when we come to celebrate that Paschal mystery, when we partake in the

Eucharist, it is so that we can carry that mystery, that Good News, out

of our Churches, and proclaim it to the world, in the lives that we live.

We all must reach people who have not heard about Jesus.  We all must

reach those people who are not part of our fellowship and church and

invite them to come in to learn about our Risen Lord.  Mother Theresa

once said: “We try to pray through our work by doing it with Jesus, for

Jesus, to Jesus.  That helps us to put our whole heart and soul into doing

it.  The dying, the cripple, the mentally ill, the unwanted, the unloved,

they are Jesus in disguise.”

CHILDS’S  CONVENIENCE  STORE
YORK HARBOUR   -   Telephone 681-2201

   
   

GROCERIES                 CONFECTIONERY                 GASOLINE
   

A wide selection of current movies for all tastes and ages available
VHS and DVD formats

BUYING CHEAPER

EVERYW HERE WE GO  we see products for sale made in other places

like China and the Far East.  Usually they are comparable in

quality to the home-made equivalent, and always cheaper.  Yet we

hear people complaining about the fact that everything is made

overseas, even relatively simple items like batteries, small household

appliances, electronic gadgets, tools, pots and pans, and clothes.  Why

can’t I buy Canadian any more? We ask.  No wonder jobs are being

lost here!

Similarly with regard to food products in our stores.  We go to a

supermarket to buy a bag of potatoes, a cabbage, some tomatoes, and

we compare for price and quality.  Normally the cheaper products are

those imported from another province, or even another country, so

those are the ones we prefer to buy, unless the quality is obviously

inferior, and then we will usually choose to pay a little more.  But our

choice is almost always decided on the basis of price.

Is it therefore any surprise that Canadian manufacturers no longer

find it possible to survive in competition with the Far East?  Should we

wonder then that most of the fruit and vegetables in the stores are

brought from PEI, Ontario, Quebec, or even California?  Of course

not!  Producers in those places have advantages that more local ones

generally do not: they have a larger market base, they have a more

favourable climate, their sources of supply are cheaper, or, most

importantly, their labour costs are lower than ours.

It’s high time we understood that if we insist on the cheapest

products then we are driving many of our local producers out of

business.  If we always buy the cheapest potatoes (which most of the

time are imported from another province or country) then the store will

offer those for sale.  Then, when Farmer Brown in the Codroy Valley

offers his potatoes for sale, he will discover that the store will not buy

them because they are more expensive than the imported ones.

Consequently, he must either sell cheaper, or not sell at all, but either

way he may not break even on his costs of production.  He may decide

to try again next year, but if the same occurs again, he is likely to

decide that it’s time for him to throw in the towel and head out to the

tar sands where he can make a lot more dollars for less effort.

Who, then, is the loser, aside from Farmer Brown?  Why, it is Mrs

Smith from Lark Harbour who finds that she no longer has the choice

between imported vegetables and  the slightly more expensive but

often better local product grown last year by Farmer Brown who is

now driving a truck in Alberta instead of a tractor in Codroy.

If we want to enjoy the benefits of good local products then we

may have to accept paying a little more for them.  If not, Canadian and

Newfoundland producers like Farmer Brown cannot continue.

Remember too that Farmer Brown was supporting other

Newfoundlanders by purchasing his family’s food, clothes and fuel in

their stores and garages, paying his sales and income taxes in

Newfoundland, and providing jobs for other Newfoundlanders at the

same time.  Every dollar spent here stays here a little longer before it

flies back to the mainland or overseas, and part of that dollar may find

its way indirectly back to your pocket.

PLEASE NOTE

You or your friends presently receiving The BLOW·ME·DOWNER by first class
mail may now choose instead to receive it free by email more quickly.

Simply send an email (with the word “SUBSCRIBE” in the subject line) to
the email address below, and the current issue in PDF format will be emailed,
free of charge, to your address anywhere in the world.  You will need a PDF
reader to view it.  If you don’t have one, you may download a free copy of

Adobe Reader at www.adobe.com

email  :  blowmedowner@gmail.com
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Notes from

ST JAMES ALL-GRADE SCHOOL
by Deidre Wheeler

EDUCATION WEEK AT ST JAMES

“LEARN ... RESPECT ... GROW” is the theme for this year’s

(3rd-7th March) Education Week at St James.  Education Week is

something children and teens alike look forward to all year round.  It’s

more than just any normal school week: it gives students the opportunity

to showcase their talents, have a wonderful time with everyone in the

building and compete on a team.  When Education week is near,

students always find a piece of paper on the bulletin boards with a

crowd around it.  On this sheet of paper, all staff and students are

divided into a blue, red, or green team.  These teams later go on to

create a team name and chant associated with their colour.

There are many different events happening all week to give

everybody and their teams an opportunity to gain points.  This year’s

events consist of : Team Colour Day, Fear Factor, Backwards Day,

Word Scramble, Hat/Bandana Day, “Are You Smarter than a Fifth

Grader?”, Get Excited About Math, Dress Up like you want to be When

You Grow Up, Sports Day, and St James Most Talented.  The high

school studetns are also psyched up for a lunchtime “Guitar Hero”

tournament.  Many of the activities are educational as well as fun and

they all help contribute to school morale and team spirit.  After the

weeks ends, all points are added up and one team is declared the winner,

receiving some sort of a proze.  As a member of the Blue Team . . . . .

G-O-O BLUE !!!

There’s nothing that makes you feel more complete.

Being on a school team gives you a purpose.

Travelling the province searching for teams to defeat ...

Hard work and practice ... but it’s all very worth it!

You know you’re a good volleyball player WHEN:

M you know pancakes are not just for eating

M you slap balls against your wrists instead of bouncing them

M you can go days just wearing volleyball tee shirts

M you’ve owned knee pads and burned holes in them

M you’ve got mixed up in the whistle on the other court and caught

the ball in the middle of the game

M Spandex shorts have a purpose

M you know what NLVA stands for

- by Deidre Wheeler

SHEPPARD’S  GENERAL STORE
York Harbour   -   Phone 681-2060

   

A wide selection of VHS and DVD movies for rent
   

Groceries, Knitting Wool, Paint, Hardware, Fishing Supplies

WHERE IS TEKOIL?

IT IS NOW  ALM OST A YEAR since we were first regaled by Tekoil with

the idea that something might happen to bring our town some much

deserved and needed prosperity.  There would be jobs in the short term,

and they might be more permanent if things turned out as seemed

probable.  After all, an oil exploration company doesn’t go looking for

oil in a given location unless it believes there is a very high probability

that it will find some there.

By now, according to the time-frame specified in the official licence

permitting the exploration, the first phase of exploratory work was

supposed to have been finished.  The drilling rig was to have come and

gone by now, but apparently it hasn’t even arrived yet.  All that has been

done is some preparatory work at the site, and several local business

people find themselves out-of-pocket by substantial amounts of money

expended to prepare services that had been solicited by Tekoil, and for

which they are now awaiting payment.

A call placed on Friday 29  February to Stanley Golding of Tekoilth

yielded the information that there have been delays caused in part by the

time it takes to receive necessary replacement parts for the equipment.

Also, when such delays occur the Company is required to renew its

drilling licences with adjusted dates, a time-consuming bureaucratic

process.  When I mentioned that there were rumours around Lark

Harbour that the company was experiencing financial difficulties, Mr

Golding said there were no such financial problems.  He remarked that

the recent rapid increase in value of the Canadian dollar relative to the

American dollar had certainly increased the company’s costs of doing

work in Canada by some 15 percent, and of course this had

necessitated some adjustments in financing, but all was still in order to

proceed. 

When asked about the local business people who had incurred

expenses in their preparation for Tekoil’s work here, Mr Golding

responded that they would be paid in full, and that Tekoil would

compensate them for any losses sustained as a result of the delay.

Again, in conclusion, he stated explicitly that the work is proceeding

as planned, but a little later.  The actual drilling will still take 30 to 45

days as originally planned, and should be finished by early April.

From results of drilling around Port au Port, prospects sound

encouraging.

And     . . .    WHAT OF  THE OUTLANDER  movie?

In November 2006 the filming of parts of The Outlander to be done

here at Lark Harbour was finished, all went quiet at Little Port, and

things settled back once more into the regular peaceful routine to

which we are all accustomed.  The movie was scheduled to be released

in about a year (about November 2007) but the latest check on the

Internet at Wikipedia revealed that the release had been delayed by late

delivery of some special effcts by a subcontractor and that the date had

been set a few months further into the future.  No exact date was

mentioned.  However, given the size of the investment, there’s not

much doubt that the film will eventually be presented for public

viewing in the movie theatres, although the question of when is not yet

answered.  But remember, don’t get there late or leave early, because,

as I understand, Little Port is shown in only the first and last scenes!

It is a little disturbing that the two major projects to come into the

community in the last year or so seem both to have encountered

difficulties.  One is perhaps inclined to recall the Sprung Greenhouse

fiasco back in the old Brian Peckford days, and to wonder if Tekoil

and/or The Outlander may have come from similar origins.  Perhaps

one day, like Alice in Wonderland, we’ll all wake up and find that it

was just a dream.  We do of course have the Viking ship to lend a little

credibility to the film’s existence, and a large flat area with a wellhead

in the middle at Little Port to attest some work by Tekoil.  But despite

these visible manifestations, some of our local business people may

still be having nightmares.

LIBRARY NOTES
by

Susan Harvey

ANEW ROTATING COLLECTION ARRIVED AT THE LIBRARY  last week

and is now on the shelves.  It seems to have something for almost

everyone.  More than 40 easy reading books for young children and a

similar number for older children who like to read about brave

youngsters having adventures and encountering magic and wizards.

For adults there are several westerns and at least ten books featuring

female detectives, plus most of the popular romance high adventure

writers.

As usual there are several cookbooks and books of designs for

quilting and appliqué.  We also have a few biographies, including one

each about Audrey Hepburn and Tatum O’Neal, one about Dean

Martin by Jerry Lewis, and one about the real Allison Dubois, on

whom the Medium  tv series is based.  Finally a book of stories by Tom

Furlong, who was born in St John’s in 1911, called Sweep You Across

the Street for a Penny, Ma’am.  More detail about these and other

books next month. 

TRAILSIDE CONVENIENCE
TERRY PARK ENTERPRISES LTD

240 Main Street, Lark Harbour  -  681-2800

Ice-Cold Beer,  Hardware,  Groceries & Confectionery

2 litres Milk just $3.89  -   All the LATEST Movie releases
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TOWN OF

LARK HARBOUR

HIGHLIGHTS OF COUNCIL MEETING held on Tuesday 4  Decemberth

2007.  Present were: Mayor Paul Keetch; Councillors Stuart

Harvey & Carol Rice; Clerks Louise Darrigan & Debra Park.  Absent

was Deputy Mayor Mabel Sheppard.  The Meeting began at 7:00 pm.

1. Main Item - Budget for 2008.  The prepared draft was examined in

detail and some changes were discussed:

(a) Cost of permits was increased to fall in line with those of

York Harbour, as follows: 

(i) $25 for a new home (increased from $20).

(ii) $20 for new sheds and/or renovations to existing homes

& buildings (increased from $15).

(b) Residential Property Tax to 6 mil. Minimum $240.

(c) Business Property Tax to 6 mil. Minimum $240.

(d) Business Tax   to ½ mil. Minimum $75.

(e) Poll Tax $240.

(f) Utility Tax 2.5 % of gross revenue.

(g) Fire Dept budget to remain same at $10,255.

(h) Animal control costs were deemed excessive ($198.00 per

month) and not effective, but would be kept in 2008 Budget

and reconsidered with a view to introducing other measures

at a later date.

(i) Remuneration for Council members increased by $5.

2) At an in camera session after the meeting the salaries of the two

Clerks were increased individually as follows: 

i) Hourly rates increased to $11.78 and $13.81.

ii) Annual bonus from $75 to $100 but no further increase for

duration of present Council’s term.

3) Letter requesting an increase to the limits of servicing relating to the

new subdivision to be sent to Municipal Affairs.

RECESSION, OR JUST ANOTHER EXCUSE
TO PASS THE BUCK?

IN RECENT WEEKS we have been hearing increasingly about the

possibility of an economic recession.  Yet at the same time we are

being told that Canada has the largest budgt surplus in its history.  This

is hard to understand for most of us who are not familiar with the world

of high finance. And international politics.

Simply put, the USA is the most wealthy and powerful country in the

world, and for years now its wealth has been increasing.  It is only in the

past year that the Canadian economy has been beating the US one, the

main indicator beiug the Canadian dollar’s value surpassing that of the

American one.  So why has this been happening?

The first reason is that in Canada we produce more energy in the

form of oil and gas than we consume.  All that extra energy goes south

to the USA where it is bought at world prices.  Billions of dollars (for

example, look at Newfoundland’s own sudden wealth) finds its way

north and suddenly all of Canada has enormous surpluses.  Conversely,

the USA is a net importer of energy, and for those imports they also

have to pay world prices.  Consequently their industries face increased

production costs, and this makes them less competitive on world

markets and also at home.  The result is that Canadian businesses remain

more competitive and American ones suffer, with employment then

being lost because of layoffs.

Coupled with all this there is the recent phenomenon of the “sub-

prime mortgage crisis” in the USA.  In a nutshell, American banks had

been lending money for home mortgages at below- market interest rates.

This meant that many people, who ordinarily might not be, were able to

obtain mortgages.  This was fine until there was a drop in emplyment

levels, and many of those people lost their jobs and could not keep up

with their mortgage payments.  This forced them to sell their homes, but

of course there was nobody to buy many of them, and the lenders

foreclosed on them.  This happened on such a large scale that people

SHEPPARD’S  CLOVER  FARM  STORE
CHECK OUR PRICES !

Gasoline   Groceries   Hardware   Lotto   Beer & Liquor
Propane Exchange Program

Agents for Mercer’s Marine      Place Orders HERE
Centrally located in Lark Harbour       Tel 681-2160

could not maintain their payments and American banks had to take

measures to protect themselves and they indirectly passed somef their

debt on to banks in other countries, an acceptable measure.  (The world

no longer ends at any country’s national borders.)  As the mortgage

defaulting situation worsened, those banks found themselves holding

property that no one could raise funds to buy and it became a world-

wide problem because the USA is the world’s largest economy, and

when it coughs the rest of us get pneumonia.  Even Canadian banks

have been affected by this, hence the huge reduction in profits

announced recently by our banks.  We may hate our banks for their

greed, but they are a measure of our national economic success, and

when they hit “hard times”, so do we, although the converse is not

necessarily true.

There are of course many other factors involved in this whole issue,

but the above explanation contains the main elements of what has been

going on.  Meanwhile we are faced with the prospect of lesser markets

for Canadian products in the USA, our main trading partner, and at the

same time vastly increased prices for home heating fuels and gasoline

for our vehicles.  If a world recession lasts for long it will soon eat up

the extra money this country has, and we shall find ourselves paying

much more for essentials like food and clothing.  We no longer live in

a national economy: it is one that involves the entire world,

It is a frightening scenario, but we may have to face it.  There is

only one remedy: everyone, individuals, governments, and businesses

large and small, everyone must reduce spending to the essentials.

Unfortunately the USA has got itself committed to some very heavy

debts in Iraq, and we have something of the same difficulty in

Afghanistan.  The Harper government is telling us that is why they

can’t reopen the Goose Bay military base (“Five Wing Goose Bay”)

yet. Although, cynically, that may just be one more excuse to help

them suit their own ends. 

FOOD  BANK  NOTES
by

Susan Harvey

THE YEAR 2007  SHOW ED A BIG INCREASE IN SUPPORT for the Food

Bank Network.  The Christmas in June drive produced a 9%

increase over 2006 in food and cash contributions.  The Thanksgiving

drive, involving almost all the schools and churches in the area,

showed a 15% increase over 2006.  Similarly, the Christmas campaign

also showed a 15% increase over 2006.

Particularly impressive has been the number of community groups

and commercial entities holding events to gather food.  Perhaps the

most visible efforts were K-Rock and CFCB’s “Twelve Days of

Giving” and the turkey drive sponsored by CBC, More for Less, and

Rod’s New to You; each of which raised almost $10,000 worth of

food.  Other organisations made substantial donations of food, cash, or

in-kind donations such as transportation; locations to collect, sort and

store food; and refreshment for volunteers.  They include Corner

Brook Pulp and Paper; Ultramar (emergency oil supplies);  Oceanex

and Way’s and Midland Transport; City of Corner Brook; Corner

Brook firefighters with Co-op Gas Bar; Royal Newfoundland

Constabulary; the Rotary Club; the Valley and Millbrook Malls;

Scotsburn; Dominion, Sobey’s and Coleman’s; Appraisal

Construction; Western Mazda; Mother May I; Northern Reflections;

Cash Store; Alteen’s; Bootlegger; SPCA; Lassy Duncher; Tim

Horton’s; Mary Brown; Pizza Delight; Louis Gee.  Food allocations

came from the Canadian Association of Food Banks.  The Western

Star supplied free delivery of sticky labels for bags to be picked up on

doorsteps - as they have done for many years - and have also instituted

a year-round collection of food items by employees.  Even the Blow-

Me-Downer receives credit for delivering the labels with its June issue.

Finally, the Brownies are collecting food items and visiting the

Salvation Army outlet as part of working for their Community Service

badge.  Nobody can say we don’t all join in to support a good cause!

BYRNE’S STORE
Main Street, York Harbour  - Phone 681-2040

   FULL SERVICE GAS & DIESEL

Groceries, Confectionery & Beer, Hardware, Loto

A GREAT SELECTION OF LOCAL SOUVENIRS


